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NB 

 

PLEASE STUDY THIS TUTORIAL LETTER CAREFULLY AND USE IT WHEN WRITING 

YOUR ASSIGNMENTS. 

 

YOU WILL BE PENALISED FOR PLAGIARISM AND FOR NOT USING AN ACCEPTABLE 

SYSTEM OF BIBLIOGRAPHICAL REFERENCE. 

 

WE  WOULD  PREFER  YOU  TO  USE  THE HARVARD  METHOD   

(AS EXPLAINED IN THIS TUTORIAL LETTER). 
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1     INTRODUCTION 

 
In this tutorial letter you are given some valuable pointers regarding the formal preparation and 
presentation of an essay-type assignment. Since this essay is a scientific, academic piece of work, it 
means that it must be written systematically, logically and clearly, using a system of references to indi-
cate the sources that you have used. If you are already using some other reference system, we do not 
wish to force you to adopt the Harvard method, but we want to recommend it very strongly. If you do not 
use this method, you must consistently use another acceptable reference system.  Information on the 
Harvard method can be accessed by searching for “Harvard system” on the Internet. 
 
The second part of the tutorial letter concerns the issue of plagiarism, and you are urged to read it 
carefully so that you can avoid all the many forms of plagiarism. 
 
But before we get to that, a few important notes on your study material. 
 
The university supplies every student with a free email address for life, based on your student number. 
Activating this email address and checking it regularly is no longer optional: it is in fact the ONLY way the 
department has to get in touch with you personally. 
 
Please check the MyUnisa section for your module(s) regularly – at least once a week. We tend to use 
the Announcements section to keep in touch with the class as a whole. It is frustrating for both student 
and lecturer when you contact us a week before the examination with an issue that was dealt with in an 
announcement three months earlier. Unisa is moving online. It is simply a fact of life. 
 
As from 2018, Tutorial letters for “Blended mode” modules will only be printed and mailed to you if they 
are more than 10 pages long – printed on both sides. That includes Tutorial Letter 201 in which we 
discuss assignments and exams. Your main source of study information is now the “Official Study 
material” section at MyUnisa. Check it regularly. 
 
For the fully online modules that we are currently developing, there will be NO printed material at all. So 
please, for your own sake, get to know MyUnisa. It is not just there for you to submit assignments. 
 
The department has a Facebook page, where we post various news items on what is keeping us busy. 
But some (not all) of our modules also have their own Facebook pages and/or groups and this is fast 
becoming our main vehicle of student support: where we post tips and tricks, and sometimes even 
videos of ourselves. You will easily find these by searching for the module code within Facebook. Please 
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join immediately. There is a strange phenomenon of students joining our Facebook groups after the 
examination. That does not seem very helpful. 
 
We are also experimenting with support over WhatsApp. The details will be posted on the module 
Facebook groups. 
 

2     HOW TO REFERENCE 

2.1    A sample essay 

 
Instead of merely giving you a set of rules and regulations, we decided to write a short sample essay in 
which the method is used. On the next two pages you will find the essay on the left hand page, and on 
the right hand page, the rules explaining the reference system. The essay is rather artificial because it 
was "contrived" for the express purpose of illustrating the reference method. The content does not flow 
logically, but we hope that it will help you nevertheless to understand the reference method more fully.  
We suggest that you study this tutorial letter carefully and keep it in a safe place so that you can consult 
it throughout the semester when writing assignments.  If you have any uncertainties about the contents 
of this tutorial letter, please do not hesitate to contact us. In this way you will enable us not only to 
explain it to you, but also to see any weaknesses which this letter may have and how to improve it for 
future use. 
 

2.2     Shamanism and mysticism 

 
The word "shaman" comes to us from the Tungusian "saman" of Russia or northern Siberia where it has 

been suggested that the  word refers to a Buddhist monk or more specifically to "one who  is excited, 

moved or raised" (Czaplicka 1914: 198). Czaplicka (1914: 318) dismisses the idea that shamanism is a 

disease such as arctic hysteria. 

 

It is generally accepted that shamans use their imagination to gain powers of healing and freedom. 

Because the shaman shuts down "ordinary reality", he is able to utilise an energy from within and 

subsequently to find more splendour in an outer world (Carmody & Carmody 1985: 5). A shaman is 

called to his/her profession in a religiously-related manner, through dreams and visions. 

Often a person thus chosen is understood to be suffering from an incurable disease of a psychosomatic 

nature. An agreement to accept the role of shaman brings recovery from the illness (Dioszegi 1968a: 

244).  

 

Sometimes in dreams the shaman experiences himself being cut into pieces. It is in this way that 

shamans receive knowledge.  Suffering is, therefore, an important part of the initiatory period in a 

shaman's life.  (Dioszegi 1968b: 65).  

 

Later he or she can "wilfully utilize ecstatic techniques in order to perform for his/her community services 

which require intervention into the spiritual realm" (Wilson, in Thorpe 1985: 88). 

 

In the final analysis we must be reminded that a shaman is neither merely a term nor a strange figure 

fulfilling a role in society. He/she is a living person (Voigt 1985: 17).  
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2.3    Explanation of References 

 
Paragraph 1: (Czaplicka 1914: 198) 
This is the standard way in which reference is made to a work which has one author and where the 
name of the author is not mentioned in the text of the essay. The following details are to be placed within 
brackets (in this order): 
(1) the surname of the author (no initials) 
(2) the year of publication 
(3) a colon 
(4) a space 
(5) the page number(s), without p or pp 
 
The reference in brackets forms part of the sentence, and the full stop therefore comes after it.  (1914: 
318) 
 
When the author's name is mentioned in the sentence (as in this case with Czaplicka), it is not 
mentioned again between brackets.  Only the year of publication and the page number is given. Note  
that the reference follows directly after the author's name and  not at the end of the sentence as in the 
previous example.  
 
Paragraph 2: (Carmody & Carmody 1985: 5) 
When two authors have cooperated on a publication and neither is indicated as the editor, both their 
names are given.  If a book's year of publication is not indicated, the Latin abbreviation [sa] is written in 
the place of the date. It means sine anno (without year).  When three authors are responsible for a 
publication and their contributions are not distinguished, all three names are given between brackets.  
When further references are made to a book with three authors, it is not necessary to repeat all the 
names. Instead, the Latin abbreviation et al (and others) is used after the surname of the author 
mentioned first. 
 
Paragraph 3: (Dioszegi 1968a: 244);  (Dioszegi 1968b: 65) 
When the same author has published two or more works in the same year and you use them both in 
your text, then they are distinguished by adding an a, b, c, et cetera after the year of publication.  If a 
corporate body is responsible for a publication, the name of the body serves as the author's name. The 
name may be shortened or abbreviated if it occurs regularly in an essay and is awkward to repeat every 
time.  
 
Paragraph 4: (Wilson in Thorpe 1985: 88) 
This reference illustrates two principles: 
(1) When the words of an author are not taken directly from the author's work but from another 

publication in which they have been quoted, the word in can be used in the brackets before the 
reference for the sake of clarity. But the reference must be to the publication from which the 
words were quoted. 

 
(2) When referring to a Unisa study guide, treat it as any other book, that is, mention the name(s) of 

the author(s), date of publication and page number. If there are numerous authors, as is the case 
with the study guide for SRA100-5, give the name(s) of the author(s) responsible for the part from 
which you are quoting. 

 
Paragraph 5: (Voigt 1985: 17) 
This is similar to the previous references, except that this is a reference to an article in an edited work 
(Shamanism in Eurasia in this case), and it shows that the name of the author should be given here, 
not the name of the editor. It is only when you refer to the volume as a whole that you should indicate 
the editor (Hoppál 1985). 
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2.4    List of References cited:   (Example) 

 
Blanchard, D 1984. Who or what's a witch? Iroquois persons of power. American Indian Quarterly 6, 3-4, 
(October):  218-303. 
 
Czaplicka, MA  1914.  Aboriginal Siberia. Oxford: Clarendon. 
 
Carmody, DL & Carmody, J.T.  1985.  Shamans, prophets and sages.  Belmont, CA: Wadsworth. 
 
Dioszegi, V 1968a. The problem of ethnic homogenity in Tofa (Karagas) shamanism, Popular beliefs and 
folklore tradition in Siberia, edited by V. Dioszegi.  Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 239-329. 
 
Dioszegi, V 1968b. Tracing shamans in Siberia. Netherlands:  Netherlands Anthropological Publications. 
 
Thorpe, S 1985. Recognizing primal and ancient religions in Science of Religion, by S Thorpe, JS 
Krüger, G Kooverjee, GJA Lubbe, DP Goosen & HC Steyn, Pretoria: University of South Africa, 84-94.   
Pretoria: Unisa, 84-94. (Study Guide 1 for SRA1005).  
 
Voigt, V 1984.  Shaman - person or word?  Shamanism in Eurasia, edited by M. Hoppál, Gottingen: 
Herodot, 13-20. 
 
Note first of all that the details of the works consulted are not called a bibliography, but a List of 
references cited. 
 
It is not necessary to give a detailed explanation of the way in which the books are indicated on the 
opposite page. We hope that you will be able to grasp the principles involved by carefully looking at the 
list itself. Some general comments do, however, seem to be appropriate: 
 
(1) The works cited are arranged alphabetically according to author and need not be numbered. 
 
(2) The title of a book or journal is in italics, but the title of an article is not. 
 
(3) In the case of the American Indian Quarterly, the figures 6, 3-4 refer to the volume and edition, 

respectively. The page numbers 218-303 refer to the full length of the article, not only to the 
portion directly quoted. 

 
(4) In the case of the volume edited by Hoppál, note that the reference is placed under the author of 

the article, not under that of the editor(s). 
 
(5) A Study Guide is regarded as a published work. 
 
Example: 
Krüger, J 1985.  Philosophy: Metaphysics.  Pretoria: University of South Africa (Study Guide 1 for 

PHL301J) 
 
If the author(s) are not named, the University of South Africa is regarded as the corporate body 
responsible for the Study Guide.  The reference would then read as follows: 
 
University of South Africa.  Department of Accountancy. 1979 Income Tax.  Revised version. Pretoria 

(Study Guide 3 for ITO000.) 
 
(6) The place of publication of a book is mentioned first, then the name of the publisher, the two being 

separated by a colon. 
 
When quoting from the Internet the author’s name and the date created/revised should be mentioned.  If 
the author is not mentioned, cite the website URL (http://www.aaa.unsw.edu.au) and always include the 
date on which you accessed the site in the List of References. 

http://www.aaa.unsw.edu.au/
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3   PLAGIARISM 

 
In order not to commit the offense of plagiarising (!) we have to acknowledge that this part of the Tutorial 
Letter was adapted from a tutorial letter from the Department of Communication Sciences. The latter has 
been adapted for use in the Department of Religious Studies and Arabic with the permission of 
Communication Sciences. 
 
This letter illustrates how serious a matter plagiarism really is. It serves as a guide, illustrating how to 
avoid plagiarism by adopting referencing techniques. Reading this tutorial letter is therefore of benefit to 
you. 
 
If you have any queries in this regard, please feel free to contact your module coordinator. 
 
 

3.1   What is plagiarism? 

 
The good old days when you could copy your best friend’s Maths answers (however wrong they were) 
without your teacher knowing about it, are over. At university level you are expected to critically assess 
your own ideas in relation to those of others. Using other people’s ideas without acknowledging them (in 
other words passing off their ideas as your own) boils down to cheating, and in effect stealing. In 
academic writing referencing is used in order to acknowledge the ideas of others. 
 
Although this Tutorial letter focuses on the referencing of some print sources, it also looks at some non 
print sources you may require for your assignments (such as television programmes, advertisements, 
sources accessed via the Internet and photographs). Refer to the section on referencing for how these 
specific types of source material should be referenced. 
 
3.1.1 Defining plagiarism 
 
“Plagiarism is the use of someone else’s work or ideas without acknowledgment. Any ideas or 
materials taken from another source, for either written or oral use, must be fully acknowledged 
unless the information is common knowledge. What is considered common knowledge may 
differ from course to course” (Plagiarism FAQ 1999). 
 
Different authors have different definitions for what is meant by common knowledge”. 
 
One such definition is that common knowledge is information that is so well known that it can be found in 
numerous sources and does not have to be referenced (University of Alabama 2008). 
 
 “The criteria most commonly used in deciding whether or not something is common knowledge relate to 
quantity: the fact can be found in numerous places and ubiquity: it is likely to be known by a lot of 
people” (Thompson 2008). 
 
For example, it is common knowledge that Nelson Mandela was imprisoned on Robben Island and then 
became the first elected president after the apartheid era in South Africa. Most people in South Africa 
and the rest of the world know this fact. It is common knowledge widely published by radio, television 
channels, newspapers, magazines — not only in South Africa, but also worldwide. 
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GOOD IDEA: 
 
If you are uncertain whether or not information is common knowledge, rather reference – 
it is better to be safe than sorry! 
 
 

 
 
 
3.1.2 Types of plagiarism 
 
It is considered plagiarism when ... 
 

 copying directly from a text or a source (for example, books, the Internet, photographs and 
advertisements) without providing a list of sources consulted and without acknowledging someone 
else’s ideas in your writing. 

 copying directly from a text or a source and providing a list of sources consulted but without 
acknowledging the use of someone else’s ideas in body of your writing. 

 copying directly from a text or a source and providing a list of sources consulted and 
acknowledging the use of someone else’s ideas in your writing but without providing the necessary 
inverted commas to show that the idea used is a direct quotation. 

 your assignment has a list of sources consulted but no declaration. 
 
Below is an example of a standard declaration form which you have to include in the front for your 
assignment. 
 

I, the undersigned, hereby declare that this is my own and personal work, except where the 
work(s) or publications of others have been acknowledged by means of reference 
techniques. 
Your signature 
Your name 
Your student number 
Date 

 
3.1.3 Why should you be concerned about plagiarism? 
 

 Plagiarism is a dishonest practice, because the work of others is misrepresented as that of your 
own. 

 By committing plagiarism you are cheating yourself, because you do not learn anything by doing 
so. 

 “Plagiarism devalues the original work of others. Submitting a professional writer’s work as your 
own is taking an unfair advantage over students who do their own work” (Plagiarism FAQ 1999). 

 
 
 
Remember: 
You are at risk of failing a module if you are found guilty of plagiarism. 
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3.2  THE CONSEQUENCES OF PLAGIARISM 

 
As said, plagiarism is a serious offence. You should take pride in your work, while also respecting the 
efforts and achievements of others. Under no circumstances does the University condone academic 
vandalism. 
 
One of the documents you received at registration is the University’s Policy on copyright infringement, 
which may also be found in the Calendar or online. To access the electronic format access the following 
address: http://www.unisa.ac.za , this will connect you to the University’s website. Click on the link that 
says current students, from here you will be able to select the link calendar which is where you will find 
the electronic version. 
 
As a student you are expected to familiarise yourself with this “code of conduct”. If you have not done so 
yet, make a note to do so before completing any of your assignments. It may also be helpful to refer to 
the “code of conduct” whilst reading this tutorial letter. 
 
The Department recommends that you pay close attention to the consequences of plagiarism mentioned 
below so that you may realise the seriousness of the matter and the damage that is caused by students 
who do not adhere to plagiarism policies and guidelines. 
 
The declaration that you need to complete and attach to all your assignments is to ensure that you take 
full responsibility for any work you submit as being your own. If you do not submit this declaration you 
will lose marks for your technical presentation. 
 
Take note of the following penalties of plagiarism 
 
Undergraduate students 

 Marks will be deducted. 

 The student will get an official warning from the Department. 

 If the student is found guilty of plagiarism on more than one occasion the matter will be handed 
over to the relevant University authorities in other words, the Academic Disciplinary Committee – 
believe us, you do not want to mess with these guys! 

 
Postgraduate students 
Honours students 

 The student will be given 0% and an official warning from the head of the Department. A second 
offence will be followed by the same action as mentioned above and the relevant University 
authorities will be notified. 

 
We hope that you now understand the importance of acknowledging all your sources and the 
consequences of not doing so. 
 
TIP: 
After completing your assignment, read it again and double-check that you acknowledged all the sources 
included in your assignment and followed the Department’s guide on referencing, and have also 
included a list of “sources consulted” at the end of your assignment. Also, make sure that you have 
completed the declaration and have attached it to the front of all your work. 
 
A highly recommended strategy used by academics to avoid plagiarism is paraphrasing. 
 
The following section is about paraphrasing, and shows you how to do it properly. 
 
 
 

http://www.unisa.ac.za/
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3.3   PARAPHRASING 

 
Paraphrasing entails using someone else’s ideas and putting them into your own words. When doing so 
you still have to acknowledge the source you used to get this information. This is a very good way of 
avoiding being accused of plagiarism. When paraphrasing, it is not good enough to just simply change a 
few words from the source. You need to read the content, understand it and interpret it yourself. You 
then write down this interpretation in your own words. 
 
Consider the following example: 
 

The passage as it appears in the original source 

“From the start, postmodernist thought has challenged modernist notions of order, particularly the notion 
that a particular social order is natural and right. In contrast to modernist thought, Postmodernists 
maintain that reality is unordered and unorderly” (Wood 2004:289). 

 
 

The passage in a plagiarised form 

Postmodernist thinking challenges modernist notions that a particular social order 
constitutes acceptable social practices. Postmodernism opposes modernist thinking by 
stating that reality is unordered and unorderly.  
 

 
 
In the above example, only a few changes were made. There are no quotation marks where direct 
quotations were taken from the text, and the author has not been acknowledged. This student would 
be penalised for having committed plagiarism – had you not read this tutorial letter that could have 
been you! Remember, when using another person’s work to support our own, “we must reproduce the 
exact meaning of the author’s ideas or facts using our own words and sentence structures” when 
paraphrasing (Roig 2006). 
 
Consider the following correct example of paraphrasing: 
 

The passage in a correctly paraphrased form 

The postmodern mind-set defines society as consisting of multiple realities, as 
opposed to being controlled by a stipulated social context. This is opposed to 
modernist thinking which states “that reality is unordered or unorderly” (Wood 
2004:89).  
 

 
 
This student interpreted the content in his/her own words, and then supported the interpretation with a 
quotation. The first sentence of the paragraph has been paraphrased, and thereafter quotation marks 
have been used to illustrate to the reader that the student is quoting directly from the text. 
 
It is absolutely essential that when paraphrasing and using direct quotations you credit the author in the 
text by placing the author’s surname, the date of publication and the page number of the source where 
the information came from in brackets at the end of the sentence. 
 
For full instructions on how to do this, see the section on how to reference. 
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TIP: 
It is always easier to paraphrase if you have a “thorough understanding of the ideas and 
terminology” referred to (Roig 2006). 
 
So get clued up on the areas of communication that interest you, and paraphrasing will 
be simple! 

 
Remember, when paraphrasing you are really adding your perspective or point of view to the writing. 
This results in your own understanding of the passage, which has to be written in your own words. If 
your sentence is a simple one but clearly explains what the author intended, then you have paraphrased 
properly! 
 
Paraphrasing adds something of your own to the writing – your perspective, your point of view, or your 
understanding. 
 
 

4   EXAMPLES OF PLAGIARISM 

 
Now that you are familiar with what plagiarism is, what the consequences are and how to paraphrase, 
this section will provide you with the most common examples of plagiarism. This list is by no means 
complete, but you can refer back to it each time you are unsure of whether what you are doing boils 
down to plagiarism.  
 
Having said this, remember the following: 
 
If you do not know whether you are plagiarising, consult the lecturer concerned a week or so before you 
hand in your work. 
 
The following examples will show you how NOT to approach any academic writing. 
 
Example 1: 
 
Two peas in the plagiarism pod 
If someone you know is studying, or used to study Religious Studies, Islamic Studies or Arabic, at 
Unisa, he/she is a very good person to have around for asking questions, studying together and having a 
cup of coffee with when the examinations are getting you down. The two of you can share your 
experiences, feelings and thoughts about the work in order to learn from each other. What you may not 
share, however, are your assignments. 
 
Copying from someone else forms the basis of all acts of plagiarism, and that goes for you and your 
friends as well. Unless your lecturer specifically stated that you may work in groups, no two people are 
allowed to hand in the same assignment (yes, even if you did change around the words – see the 
section on paraphrasing), because that is plagiarism. 
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Example 2: 
 
Where did information come from? 
 
Referencing your sources 
In some countries, the penalty for stealing is to have your hands cut off. If Unisa were 
to follow this logic, the penalty for plagiarism would be to have your head cut off! If 
you take someone’s ideas, words, work or knowledge and present them as your own, 
you are stealing that person’s intellectual property. 

 
 
 
What is intellectual property? 
Intellectual property refers to “creations of the mind: inventions, literary and artistic works, and symbols, 
names, images and designs” (World Intellectual Property Organisation 2008). These properties are (in 
most cases) owned by their creator, who has exclusive rights to their reproduction. 
 
 
 
That is why we reference: 
To make sure that the authors of the information you present in your writing receive the recognition they 
deserve. 
 
Consider the following example: 
 

The passage as it appears in the original source 

“Of course, the body communicates even without movement. For example, others may form impressions 
of you from your general body build, from your height and weight, and from your skin, eye, and hair 
colour” (DeVito 2001:196). 
 

 

The passage in a plagiarised form 

Communication need not always be verbal. Your general body build, the colour of your 
skin, eyes and hair all allow others to form impressions of you. 
 
Note that this (plagiarised) passage does not contain any reference to a source. 

 

The passage in a correctly referenced form 

 
Communication need not always be verbal. Your general body build, the colour of 
your skin, eyes 
and hair all allow others to form impressions of you (DeVito 2001:196). 
 
OR 
 

According to DeVito (2001:196), communication need not always be verbal, because your general body 
build, the colour of your skin, eyes and hair all allow others to form impressions of you. 
 
Entry in the list of sources consulted: 
DeVito, JA. 2001. The interpersonal communication book. 9th edition. New York: Longman. 
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Example 3: 
Did the author really say that? 
It should be said that referencing alone will not keep you out of trouble. You have to know exactly how to 
reference, and what is required in each instance that you do so. 
 

 
Good idea! 
Remove and file the section on how to reference, so that you can refer to it each time that 
you engage in academic writing. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Consider the example below: 
 

The passage as it appears in the original source 

“The messages communicated by the eyes vary depending on the duration, direction, and quality of the 
eye behaviour. For example, in every culture there are rather strict, though unstated, rules for the proper 
duration for eye contact. In much of England and the United States, for example, the average length of a 
gaze is 2.95 seconds” (DeVito 2001:198). 
 

 

The passage in a plagiarised form 

DeVito (2001:198) explains that messages communicated by the eyes vary, depending 
on the duration, direction, and quality of the eye behaviour.  
 
Entry in the list of sources consulted: 
DeVito, JA. 2001. The interpersonal communication book. 9th edition. New York: 
Longman. 
 
 

 

The passage in a correctly referenced form 

DeVito (2001:198) explains that “messages communicated by the eyes vary 
depending on the duration, direction, and quality of the eye behaviour.” 
 
Entry in the list of sources consulted: 
DeVito, JA. 2001. The interpersonal communication book. 9th edition. New York: 
Longman. 
 

 

 
Although the plagiarised version does acknowledge the source, the author gives the impression that 
he/she wrote the words him-/herself by not showing that this is in fact a direct quotation from DeVito. 
Giving such an impression boils down to plagiarism. 
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What is a direct quotation? 
A direct quotation is when an author, in this case a student, rewrites the words of the 
original author exactly as they appear in the source material. 
 
 

 
 
Example 4: 
Organise, organise, organise 
Copying the structure of someone else’s work 
Usually, when people tell you that they will “organise” you something, it is a sign of good things to come. 
You may be asked out on a date with one of their friends or to take part in a deal they are busy with, or 
you may even be given a few concert tickets. In academic writing, however, having someone else 
organize your work for you is plagiarism. Do not copy the way in which an author organised his/her 
writing. Remember: the author of your source structured his/her content to suit the specific outcome(s) of 
his/her writing – you should do the same. 
 
 
We hope that this explanation will be easy to understand and to use in the writing of assignments. 
 
Best wishes 
 
 

Mr D Chetty Tel. (012) 429-4055 
E-mail : chettd@unisa.ac.za  

Prof M Clasquin-Johnson Tel. (012) 429-4793 
E-mail: clasqm@unisa.ac.za  

Prof DP Goosen Tel. (012) 429-4748 
E-mail: goosedp@unisa.ac.za  

Dr GJ Mason Tel. (012) 429-8983 
E-mail : masongj@unisa.ac.za  

Prof J Strijdom Tel. (012) 429-6852 
E-mail : strijjm@unisa.ac.za  

Mr EEN Dube Tel. (012) 429-3892 
E-mail : dubeeen@unisa.ac.za  

Ms LP Mkasi Tel. (012) 429-4341 
E-mail : mkasilp@unisa.ac.za  

Mrs DM Eicker Tel. (012) 429-4523 
E-mail: eickedm@unisa.ac.za  
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